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“I like to grant them one brief,
horrifying glimpse of what awaits
them in the muffin afterlife before
devouring them. I am Muffin
Cthulhu.”
-Faye (QC.1335)

“Beam Me Up,
Carl”
By Bill Melcher ~ Daily Bull

Some of you may have noticed the chair in the entryway of the MUB. It’s just sitting there for seemingly no
reason with a sign above it
saying “DO NOT MOVE THIS
CHAIR”. I’ve begun to wonder, why exactly is it there?
Here are a few possible reasons.
Scenario 1: “Hidden Camera
TV Show.” If you try to move
the chair, chimpanzees will
descend on you from everywhere at once.
The
surprised and terrified Tech
student should of course
scream and run, but BAM!
The doors are locked. The
chimps block the hallway the only choice is to run in
the basement, but there’s
Crisco all over the steps. You
fall and hit your head, coming to hours later strapped to
a chair in the bowling alley.
The doors are blocked off,
the lights are dimmed, and
Carl Blair is calmly knitting a
sweater-vest. “Good, you’re
awake! Let’s get started.” He
walks over to what looks like-

...see THRONE on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like silver silence (duct tape)!...

F@#%ing Awesome

The Steaming Pile

By Jodhbir Singh ~ Guest Writer

There were only 3 hours left for my first
ever flight to the US. I was going through
my checklist to make sure I had packed
everything that I needed to start my
new life at Tech. At last minute I found
that I had forgotten my dictionary. I took
my cousin and bought a CD of Oxford’s
advanced
lear ner ’s
dictionary
just before
my flight. In
the US, unfortunately,
I haven’t
f o u n d
much use
of it. Here,
the English
language is
very simple
and easy.

adjective, you could say, I am f@#%ing
happy today, which probably could
mean you are getting laid tonight.
However, it can also be used for sad
situation. For example, I am fucking low
today, which could mean that someone
has dumped you.

As a verb I
found it to
be limited
to very
narrow circumstances. If you
say-I am
f@#%ed
man! It may
imply that
you are
in a deep
s h e e t
(apologies
In the last
for my InWell, I’m pretty sure this would be a good time to use one of
two years,
dian acthe many applications of the f-word.
the most comcent). Another
monly used word I have heard, other use of it as a verb has been very danthan ‘Thank you,’ is ‘F@#% You.’ Es- gerous experience for me.
pecially the four letter ‘F’ word which
has got great recognition, in the US, So, I was with some white friends of
beyond its literal meaning. Let me break mine including her. In the middle of our
it down for you to understand it. As an talk, she uttered some strange words
...see KFC U on back

Just when you run out of stuff to do. BAM
Searcher.

Straight From You-Know-Where!
Movies Film Board Should Show in 3-D

Citizen Kane
Purple Rain
Hookers and Blow
Speed Racer
Megamilk 2000
Karate Kid (THE CLASSIC)
A Clockwork Orange
Yellow Submarine
Rocky Horror Picture Show
Pulp Fiction
Jurassic Park
Bukkake: The Movie
DodgeBall
Joseph and the Technicolor
Dreamcoat
Vertigo
Futurama The Movie
Inception
Conception
Coitus
Pokemon 2000
Two Girls One Cup
Backdoor Sluts 9

Twister
Crank
Team America World Police
Pride and Prejudice
To Kill a Mockingbird
6th Grade Sex Ed movies
2001: A Space Odyssey
Titanic
Grapes of Wrath
Veggie Tales
Iron man 2
Willy Wonka and the Chocolate
Factory
Indiana Jones
Psycho
Snakes on a Plane
Soul Plane
Airplane
O Brother Where Art Thou
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas
Shawn Of the Dead
Zombieland
Dream Catcher

... KFC U from front.

–f@#% me. Though, It was a strange
use of it as a verb, I couldn’t decide if
I should take it in literal sense or there
was some other meaning attached
to it. The expressions on her face
realized me that I should have put
an exclamation sign after what she
said. I waited for others to respond
to what she just said. Surprisingly, I
found that she had forgotten that
she had an assignment due the
same day. I felt little embarrassed
inside. So, please don’t tell anyone,
especially her about this incident.
This embarrassing incident made
me to do some research on the
f@#%ing f@#% word. I opened
my Oxford Advanced Learner ’s
Dictionary and found it to be a
multipurpose word which can also
be used as a noun, other than an
adjective and a verb. Add some
postfix or use it with some other
word, and you can make a new one.
Isn’t it fucking awesome?
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Sunshine’s Searcher: Football

Copper Country Limo & Taxi

...THRONE from front

- wait … it’s a tall-shaft iron furnace!
(they’re much more efficient than
mid-shaft furnaces). Will Professor
Blair successfully smelt our minds into
blubbering goo? Will the victim pick
up a spare and get out alive (awake)?
Tune in next week.
Scenario 2: “Transformers.”
If you
so much as THINK
about moving the
chair, the entire
MUB will transform
into a Black and
Yellow Camaro SS.
It’ll come to life,
Rickroll everyone
within earshot, and
then lose a figure-8
race to the 2011
Mustang GT due
to Ford’s inherent
supremacy.
The
MUB will re-form
with an even worse
floor-plan and the
chair will be just

It’s almost like FREE CANDY. but for college students!

AFC
BENCH
BLOCKING
CHOP BLOCK
COACH
CONTACT
CONVERSION
CORNER
DELAY
DROP
ENCROACHMENT
EXTRA POINT
FACEMASK
FALSE START
FIELD GOAL
FIRST DOWN
FOOTBALL
FORMATION
FOURTH DOWN
FULLBACK
FUMBLE
GATORADE
GUARD
HALFBACK
HALFTIME
HELMET
HOLDING
INCOMPLETE
INTERCEPTION
JERSEY
KICKER

KICKOFF
LINEBACKER
LINEMAN
NFC
NFL
NICKELBACK
OFFSIDES
PADS
PASS
PASS INTERFERENCE
PUNTER
QUARTER
QUARTERBACK
REFEREE
REPLAY
RUNNING BACK
RUN PLAY
SACK
SAFETY
SECOND DOWN
SLOT
SPEARING
SQUIB KICK
STADIUM
TACKLE
THIRD DOWN
TIGHT END
TIMEOUT
TOUCHDOWN
WIDE RECEIVER
WILD CARD

*Bonus: the only team to ever go 0-16 *tear* *
Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks

a little bit smaller
indicating defeat.
It’s rumored that if
the MUB ever wins
a track race against
a Mustang (lol), the
chair will morph
into the Captain’s
throne from Star
Trek, complete with
present-day William Shatner to assist Professor Blair in
“recruitment” (You!
Come on. Touch
the chair. You know
. You. Want to.)
Scenario 3: “Any
fool can make a
rule, and any fool
will mind it.” Some

jokester put the chair there years ago, and it has never moved because we’ve
all assumed that there’s a reason someone else wants it there. Perhaps they
will come back to campus long enough to see their chair before slipping into
a laughter-induced coma.
Scenario 4: “What Chair?” As soon as the article is printed, the chair that’s
been there for over a year will be snatched away.

The new A-10
Weed Muncher.
Eats your lawn,
and mows your
grass like a military grade attack
craft.
*Warning, cannot take missiles and
maintain stability, unlike its inspiration

